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I. Introduction 
 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is growing exponentially: nowadays an estimated 23 billion smart devices 

are deployed all over the world and experts predict it will reach 75.4 billion in 2025. The main 

characteristic of these new technologies is that they can almost be applied to any object. 

why not take advantage of IoT to learn more about the world around us?  

Poulpy was born with the intent of creating a connected aquarium network all over the country so 

people can monitor their aquariums and learn more about marine life. By getting in touch with the 

Biodiversarium of Banyuls-Sur-Mer, people can find out more about sea life and feel more concerned 

about it.  

 

1. Context 
 

The goal of our project is to develop a Connected Aquarium to be installed mainly in classrooms for 

children to get involved with aquatic life and learn from it by engaging with the Biodiversarium. 

The Biodiversarium of Banyuls-Sur-Mer is both a marine life laboratory and one of the biggest 

aquariums in the Mediterranean. One of the core values of their scientists is to share their knowledge 

with the public and to draw attention to the particularities of marine life. Their desire to arouse 

curiosity even in children is what has driven them to want to develop this connected aquarium project: 

they hope to provide tools for others to discover their domain of expertise.  

Our team conceived Poulpy from a low-cost DIY perspective, so anyone can have their own connected 

aquarium thanks to open-source materials and a well-documented web platform. The website also 

aims to put users in touch with each other by encouraging the development of a community and 

establishes a precious link with the Biodiversarium scientists. Since anybody can participate we needed 

to develop a solution that supports a large community without the need for any major changes.  

Poulpy is meant to be added to an aquarium so it can monitor different parameters in real-time and 

transmit all the data not only for the user to see live through a dashboard but also for the laboratory’s 

researchers. Poulpy really becomes a handy tool to teach both biology and technological studies by 

involving the users from the start. 

The project key points are as follows: 

 

a) Stakeholders 
 

The Banyuls Biodiversarium asked us to develop the connected aquarium project. The project is the 

brainchild of Michel Groc, our client and a researcher at the aquarium’s laboratory. Through the 

project he communicated the reasons behind this initiative. As the laboratory´s system administrator, 

Mr. GROC also guided us in the deployment of the services in the laboratory´s cloud. 
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The other main stakeholder was our tutor Mr. Thierry MONTEIL. As head of our specialty ISS not only 

did he guide our architectural choices but he also allowed the project to expand beyond its original 

academic context into a full-fledged project currently recognized by the Eclipse foundation and the 

company, SRC Solution. The latter might purchase the solution and use it for research funded by the 

European Union. 

 

b) Low-cost 
 

One of our major constraints is that our solution must be low-cost to lower the entry barrier and thus 

increase our potential user-base. That meant choosing readily available materials with a low price. 

 

c) Open source 
 

Another constraint is that our product must be open-source. This way anyone can build and improve 

their own Poulpy module. The need for this is twofold, our client being a laboratory and not a company 

means that they lack the supply chain and funding to provide the modules as a product. Secondly, by 

staying open source we hope to entice the ¨Do-it-Yourself¨ crowd in the hopes that they will keep the 

project alive and improve upon it since the laboratory will not hire employees specifically to maintain 

the network. 

 

d) Pedagogical 
 

One of the laboratory´s bigger roles is that of scientific vulgarization since they are also one of the 

biggest aquariums on the Mediterranean. They often do this by contacting schools to organize events 

and trying to keep in touch with kids as they are their core audience. We tried to give our user 

interactions a ¨fun¨ feeling.  
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II. The Poulpy architecture 
 

Before we explain the solution that we have developed, we must explain what the reasoning behind 

this architecture is. 

Since our target market consists mainly of children, our product needs to be as easy as possible to 

install and use, thus ¨Plug&Play¨. In our case this means that our technical implementation needs to 

be not only easy to use but also clear and easily understandable on a surface level. 

This serves two main purposes, the first of which is to avoid causing unnecessary confusion for students 

during classes in which the aquarium is a tool but not the focus of the lesson. As an example, this could 

apply to a biology class in which the kids are studying the chemical cycles that takes place in an 

aquarium. 

The second purpose is to provide a complete architecture which could be used in an introductory 

technologies course to illustrate a plethora of concepts. In this use-case our solution needs to have a 

large palette of bite-sized tasks. Some of these could be: assembling a new aquarium node. 3D printing 

the casing, and even connecting a gateway to the internet. This part is up to the teachers as, ultimately, 

they choose how technical they want the lesson to be.  

Making a ¨Plug&Play¨ product means that its underlying architecture has a high level of maturity. This 

is very complicated to achieve in a project of our scale as architectures tend to improve with user 

feedback and over long periods of time. Because of time constraints, we had very little of either 

available. On the other hand, what we did have was the backing of a cutting-edge laboratory in the IoT 

research field thanks to our tutor Mr. Monteil. 

With their support, we came up with the architecture shown on the next page composed of three main 

types of blocks. These blocks are: the aquarium node, the user gateway and the overlay network for 

the cloud and internet services.  

Separating the architecture by its features we have: 

• Data recovery 

• Data transmission 

• Data publishing 

• User management 

The next part will detail how each individual feature was accomplished by following the same path 

taken by the data. The next image shows the architecture of our solution: 
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Figure 1 Poulpy architecture  
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1. Data recovery 
 

Inexpensive and mass market materials must form the heart of our system since one major constraint 

of our project is cost. Since we are detecting the state of an aquarium, our sensors need to be water 

resistant which limits our choices. Luckily for us, most physical quantities we sought to measure are 

commonly measured and thus, adequate sensors were easy to find. The clear exception to this are 

chemical sensors, not only do they tend to be more expensive, but they are also more fragile and 

harder to use, often requiring frequent calibrations. It is safe to assume that we can’t have younger 

users handling this type of sensor and expect accurate results. For these sensors we designed a 

workaround using paper strips that will be explained in the mobile application section. 

Our sensors need to be controlled by hardware that is also ¨off the shelf¨ and it needs to be easy to 

operate. This means that the hardware needs to allow even the most inexperienced users to install 

our software while giving our ¨tinkerer¨ users room to experiment. As an added constraint, this 

hardware should preferably have wireless communications to allow for scalability of each user´s park.  

Due to these reasons we chose to use an Arduino Genuino which is inexpensive and has Bluetooth Low 

Energy communications. Arduino´s stable size makes it a safe choice from a supply chain point of view. 

From an embedded systems point of view, Arduinos are reliable because they are ¨bare metal¨ which 

means that they have no real operating system to speak of, therefore code can be more time 

deterministic than with a Linux-based system. This time determinism is often necessary for 

communication with specific sensors such as ours. As a bonus their open-source philosophy guarantees 

that they will keep the hardware and the Integrated Development Environment available for those 

that wish to improve on our solution. 

Let us see how we propose to use this Arduino to measure each physical quantum. 

 

a) Library overview 
 

To collect the data from the sensors, we decided to create our own library in Arduino. In fact, creating 

custom libraries makes it easy to reuse code. If we reuse a piece of code often, it is better to create a 

library to reuse our code more easily. The library is coded in C/C++ (the programming language used 

in Arduino). The following class diagram presents the different classes created and the inheritance 

between them. 
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Figure 2 Class diagram of the library 

 

In this part, the system is composed of several measurement sensors. 

The “Module” class represents all the sensors, so each sensor inherits this class. Each class´s “son” 

corresponds to a sensor. For example, the class “temperature” corresponds to the temperature sensor. 

Furthermore, to avoid creating floating variables and to keep the object-oriented programming 

structure, we created the "ChemicalMeasurement" class to store the chemical values measured with 

the test strips. We will measure pH, water hardness, nitrite and nitrate concentrations, allowing us to 

observe the natural cycle that takes place within the ecosystem of aquariums. 

 

b) Implementation of the temperature sensor 
 

To measure the water temperature of the aquarium we used a waterproof digital temperature sensor, 

the DS18B20. It was necessary to install two libraries to use it on the Genuino 101 board: Onewire 

library and the DallasTemperature library. 

The "Onewire" library is a dedicated library for One Wire sensors such as the DS18B20 temperature 

sensor. For temperature sensors, the DallasTemperature library is used with this library. 

Then we made the electric circuit for the Genuino DS18B20 as shown in the figure below. This sensor 

must be powered between 3 and 5.5V. 
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Figure 3 Circuit for Genuino DS18B20 

 

This sensor has 3 pins: the first one is connected to the ground pin of the Genuino board, the second 

one to the digital pin 4 of the Genuino, which is the output wire; the third one is connected the + 5V 

of the Genuino. One Wire requires a single 4.7K pullup resistor connected between the pin and +5 

volts. 

The implemented functions of the class “temperature" allow us to measure the temperature in either 

Celsius or Fahrenheit. 

To have more details about the functions implemented please see the Arduino code in the annexes.  

 

c) Implementation of the water level sensor 
 

This sensor is used to know if there is enough water in the aquarium. To collect the water level sensor 

data, we designed the following circuit. 

 

 
Figure 4 Connection diagram 

 

The sensor is composed of 2 wires: the first one is connected to the ground pin of the Genuino board 

and the second one to the digital pin 2 of the Arduino. A resistor is added to avoid short circuits. 

The water level sensor has 2 states: a high state (ON) and a low state (OFF). Thus, with the implemented 

code it is possible to recover the state of the sensor. 
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Figure 5 States of the water level sensor 

 

d) Implementation of the turbidity sensor 
 

The Arduino turbidity sensor detects water quality by measuring the level of turbidity. It has both 

analog and digital signal output modes. It uses light to detect suspended particles in water by 

measuring the light transmittance and scattering rates which change with the amount of total 

suspended solids (TSS) in water. As the suspended particles in water increase, the liquid turbidity level 

increases. The operating voltage of this sensor is 5 volts. The current sensor is not totally waterproof. 

In fact, the top of the probe is not waterproof. 

The connection diagram for data recovery from the sensor is as follows. 

 
Figure 6 Connection diagram of the turbidity sensor. 

 

The measurements are made in analog mode to obtain the full range of values and not just two states 

as would be the case in digital mode. The black wire is connected to the ground, the red wire to the 

5V and the blue wire to the analog pin A0. The sensor returns a value between 0 and 1023 that we 

convert to volts. (Please refer to the code in annex: “Turbidity sensor”). 
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e) Mobile application 
 

As previously stated, we developed a workaround to avoid chemical sensors altogether by relying on 

strips of test paper. The problem that arose from this was how to easily communicate these values to 

the Arduino since it does not have a user interface. To do this, we designed a mobile application and 

took advantage of the Arduino´s BLE communication properties. The users enter the values that they 

have measured using the strips into this application. The name of this application is Poulpy mobile. 

 

i. Functionalities 
 

The Poulpy mobile application is meant to be used with a Poulpy account (users must create an account 

on the website). The main purpose of it is for data input. Poulpy mobile presents the user with a choice 

of modules available in the Arduino. If the user doesn’t have a specific module for each value type, 

they can enter it manually on the app. Poulpy mobile also allows the user to follow the evolution of 

the value on a mini dashboard display.  

 

ii. Development 
 

This app is an Android app, developed in native Android on the Android studio IDE (Integrated 

Development Environment). The application communicates with the Banyuls database for all the 

operations linked to account management.  

 

iii. Graphics and Ergonomics: 
 

We used the same blue tones and minimalistic look that were used in the development of the website 

to develop Poulpy mobile. To keep both the development and the use of this app simple we made all 

the operations directly available from the main page. 

 

2. Data transmission 
 

Now that we have explained how we collect our data into our aquarium nodes, we will detail the path 

that this information follows on the network. We will mimic the ¨bottom-up¨ path followed by the 

data. 

 

a) Aquarium nodes to gateway transmissions-Bluetooth Low 

Energy 
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Now that the sensors have been implemented and the data can be retrieved, the next step is to 

transmit this data to the gateway. To do so, we use one of the features offered by the Genuino 101: 

Bluetooth Low communication Energy (BLE). In fact, with the Arduino/Genuino 101, and using the 

library CurieBLE, it is possible to use BLE features to communicate and interact with other devices. 

 

i. About BLE 
 

Bluetooth 4.0 includes both traditional Bluetooth, now labelled "Bluetooth Classic", and the new 

Bluetooth Low Energy (Bluetooth LE, or BLE). BLE is optimized for low power use at low data rates, and 

was designed to operate from simple lithium coin-cell batteries. 

Unlike standard Bluetooth communication, basically based on an asynchronous serial connection 

(UART), a Bluetooth LE radio acts like a community bulletin board. The computers that connect to it 

are like community members that read the bulletin board. Each radio acts as either the bulletin board 

or the reader.  

In Bluetooth LE terms, the radio that is a bulletin board is called a peripheral device: it posts data for 

all radios in the community to read. The radio that is a reader is called the central device: it reads from 

any of the bulletin boards (peripheral devices) that have information it is interested in.  

Central devices are clients. They read and write data from peripheral devices. Peripheral devices are 

servers. They provide data from sensors as readable characteristics, and provide read/writable 

characteristics to control actuators like motors, lights, etc. 

Furthermore, the peripheral devices act as the servers in a client-server transaction, because they 

contain the information that reader radios ask for. Similarly, central devices are the clients of the 

Bluetooth LE world because they read information available from the peripherals.  
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Figure 7 BLE service structure 

Thus, a Bluetooth LE peripheral device can be understood as a bulletin board and central devices as 

viewers of the board. The information presented by a peripheral is structured as services, each of 

which is subdivided into characteristics. The services are like the notices on a bulletin board, and 

characteristics the individual paragraphs in those notices. The peripheral device, just updates each 

service characteristic when it needs updating and doesn't worry about whether the central devices 

read them or not. The central device can connect to the peripheral then read the boxes it wants. If a 

given characteristic is readable and writable, then the peripheral and central can both change it. 

Central devices view the services then retrieve the data. Each transaction is quick (a few milliseconds), 

so multiple central devices can retrieve data from one peripheral.  

 

ii. The BLE services 
 

A BLE peripheral provides services, which in turn provide characteristics. We can define our own 
services, or use standard services.  
Services are identified by unique numbers known as UUIDs. Standard services have a 16-bit UUID and 
custom services have a 128-bit UUID.  
 
There are 4 actions a central device can realize with a characteristic:  

• Read: ask the peripheral to send back the current value of the characteristic. Often used for 
characteristics that don't change very often, for example characteristics used for 
configurations, version numbers, etc.  

• Write: modify the value of the characteristic. Often used for commands, for example telling 
the peripheral to turn a motor on or off.  

https://www.arduino.cc/en/uploads/Reference/ble-bulletin-board-model.png
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• Notify: ask the peripheral to continuously send updated values of the characteristics. When 
notify is enabled on a characteristic and the sender writes to it, the new value is automatically 
sent to the receiver, without the receiver explicitly issuing a read command. 

• Indicate: ask the peripheral to continuously send updated values of the characteristics. When 
indicate is enabled on a characteristic and the sender writes to it, the new value is 
automatically sent to the receiver and this one sends an acknowledgement of the pushed data. 

The Bluetooth LE protocol operates on multiple layers. General Attribute Profile (GATT) is the layer 
that defines services and characteristics and enables read/write/notify/indicate operations on them.  

 

iii. BLE advertising 
 

To let other devices know that they exist, the BLE devices advertise by using the General Advertising 

Profile (GAP). In fact, advertising packets can contain a device name, a list of the services it provides 

and their characteristics. We can also see the service UUIDs and characteristic UUIDs. 

Advertising packets have a limited size, only a single 128-bit service UUID fits in the packet. If the device 

name is too long, even that might not fit. Therefore, it is important to make sure the device name is 

not too long, otherwise it won’t be possible to advertise it.  

Additional services that are not advertised can be provided. Central devices will discover these through 

the connection/bonding process. Non-advertised services cannot be used to discover other devices, 

though. Frequently, this is not an issue. For example, there may be a custom peripheral device with a 

custom service, but in the central device app it may also provide the Battery Service and other services. 

 

iv. Implementation of the service 
 

A characteristic value can be up to 20 bytes long. This is a key constraint in implementing services. 
Given this limit, we should consider how best to store data from the sensors and chemical 
measurements most effectively for our project. We thought that the simplest design pattern would be 
to store one sensor or chemical measurement value per characteristic.  

Furthermore, we did not use a standard service because those offered by the General Attribute Profile 
layer (GATT) are not quite adequate for the sensor data measured. In addition, we only have 7 
characteristics to present, so we chose to create our own service. We made sure to choose a service 
name which was not too long to avoid problems during the advertising process. 

For the UUID of the service and the characteristics we use an online UUID generator 
(https://www.uuidgenerator.net/ ). A universally unique identifier is generated using a secure random 
number generator.  

 
In our structure the Genuino is the peripheral, it provides the services while the gateway and the 
Poulpy mobile application are both central devices. Thus, we have created a unique BLE service named 
"DATA" containing 7 characteristics as seen below: 

https://www.uuidgenerator.net/
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Figure 8 Structure of «DATA» service 

 

Data related to temperature, water level and turbidity are provided by the sensors.  

Their properties are:  

• Read: to ensure that the Raspberry Pi can read the data  

• Notify: to ensure that the Genuino can send continuously updated values of the characteristic, 
without the Raspberry Pi having to constantly ask for it. 
 

Concerning the chemical measurement: pH, nitrite, nitrate, hardness, they have as properties: 

• Write: so that the user can save the measured value using the test strips and Poulpy mobile.  

• Read: to ensure that the gateway can read the data. 

• Notify: so the peripheral devices can continuously send updated values of the characteristics 
without the central devices having to constantly ask for them 
 

The implementation code of the service is in annex. 
 

By the procedures previously explained we managed to send the data from the aquarium nodes to the 
gateways. With BLE standards, multiple aquarium nodes will be able to communicate with a gateway 
so long as it is physically close enough to them, like in a classroom for example. The next obstacle was 
to determine how the gateway orchestrates and deciphers who is who and which data belongs to 
which aquarium. Now let’s look at what the gateways are made of and how they communicate with 
the aquariums in their proximity. 
 

Water Level 

Properties: read, notify 

Temperature Celsius  

Properties: read, notify 

Turbidity analog value   

Properties: read, notify 

Turbidity analog voltage  

Properties: read, notify 

pH 

Properties: read, write, notify 

Nitrite 

Properties: read, write, notify 

Nitrate 

Properties: read, write, notify 

Water hardness 

Properties: read, write, notify 

  DATA 
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b) Intra-gateway aquarium detection - AGILE IoT 
 

For our gateways we require computing power, a reasonable amount of memory space and Wi-Fi 

connectivity. For these reasons and following the same logic that led us to use Arduino for the 

aquarium nodes we chose to use a Raspberry Pi model 3 as our gateways. The WIFI and large memory 

banks will be especially helpful for the higher-level functions.  

Let´s define the need presented by the use-case when it comes to the communications between 

multiple aquarium nodes and a gateway. Because of our need to make our solution ¨Plug&Play¨ we 

can´t assume that every aquarium node will be turned on at the same time, or will be properly 

configured to begin with. This means that we require an ad-hoc detection of aquarium nodes that 

functions only by listening to the BLE services in the surrounding area.  

Once everything is recognized, the role of the gateway becomes to call the services and read the data 

and then forward it to the higher layer announcing which aquarium it belongs to. This role is fulfilled 

by the framework AGILE IoT from the Eclipse foundation.  

 

i. The AGILE IoT principle 
 

AGILE builds a modular hardware and software gateway for the Internet of Things with support for 

protocol interoperability, device and data management, IoT app execution, and external Cloud 

communication. It is an open-source project initiated by the Eclipse foundation. The hardware is based 

on the well-known Raspberry PI.  

The AGILE project is for all intents and purposes overkill in this scenario, since it relies on complicated 

implementations of blocks that are still in research and development. We were asked by our 

department to use this specific software. 

The Raspberry runs a resinOS, a Linux-based operating system, optimized for running Docker 

containers on embedded devices. The virtualization of processes is usually too resource heavy to be 

deployed on embedded devices, Docker, used by AGILE, circumvents this problem by relying on a 

lighter container mechanism. 

The advantages of AGILE IoT are numerous: 

Modularity & Adaptability 

• The hardware is modular: the gateway can use many different radio technologies such as KNX, 

Z-Wave, ZigBee or Bluetooth Low Energy 

• The platform offers many functions: Data collection, management on the gateway, intuitive 

interface for device management, visual workflow editor to help developers, etc. 

• Development can be done in various languages: JAVA, JavaScript, Python, html 

• The gateway is auto-configurable once a new sensor detection mechanism (discovery mode) 

is provided 

In addition, it is an ideal solution for developers because it favors quick prototyping for 

managing IoT devices and data. It uses a low-cost hardware and an open source software with an active 

community behind it. 
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On AGILE IoT, we have two main entities, devices and protocols, handled by two software components, 

the device manager and the protocol manager. Devices and protocols are registered on a shared bus, 

DBus which allows different services running on different containers to communicate together. 

AGILE IoT has the following 5 main components:  

• Device manager: Handles protocol registration and checkout from the DBus.    

• Device: Manipulates devices: (dis)connection, command execution, reading, writing, 

subscription. 

• Protocol manager: Handles protocol registration and checkout from the DBus. Discovers 

protocols. 

• Protocol: Handles (dis)connection and reads/writes at protocol level. Discovers devices for a 

selected protocol.  

• Http: Offers a REST (http based) API. 

 

ii. AGILE IoT and Poulpy 
 

In our current use-case scenario we only need 1 protocol, BLE. This is fortunate as only BLE is fully 

implemented in the current version of AGILE. A single device works with this version: the Texas 

Instrument CC2650 sensor tag with some examples existing for other devices. 

Our task then became to implement a new ¨device¨ in the AGILE library for our aquarium nodes. This 

device needs to inherit from the class ¨BLEDEVICE¨ and it needs to behave similarly to the sensor tag 

to minimize our workload. 

To do this we needed to develop a new Java class, keep and adapt all other components (protocol 

manager, device manager, http, API, etc.) from the class handling the sensor-tag device and adapt it 

to our use case. 

This task was not easy and we are by no means sure of our results when it comes to this part. 

Furthermore, the current version has documented errors with the BLE management.  AGILE IoT is a 

project in development and we do not claim to completely understand it. Doing so would require an 

amount of work comparable to the entirety of this project. The use of this software was insisted upon 

by the department and in theory it allows multiple aquarium nodes to be linked to a gateway. After 

investing a lot of time into its implementation we had to rely on workaround scripting for our final 

presentation. 

Finally, let´s see what the advantages of a proper AGILE IoT implementation are:  

• The main functions for BLE are already implemented 

• Its huge applicability potential would not only attract the attention of the scientific community 

but also multiple companies as well. 

• Since it is an open source project backed by the European Union, developing it would help the 

development of IoT technologies 

At this stage we have retrieved the entire data set from all the aquariums that are in BLE range of any 

gateway. Let´s take this reasoning to the next step by having multiple gateways.  
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c) Inter-gateway data circulation - OM2M 
 

What happens if the user has multiple gateways on the same local Wi-Fi? For example: multiple 

classrooms in the same school all connected by the school´s protected Wi-Fi. In this case we want to 

provide our user with a simple way to monitor all their aquariums. The easiest way to do this with user 

comfort in mind is to provide them with a singular access point visible on the entire local WIFI network 

from which they can have access to all their data; moreover, we would like the data to be stored in an 

easily understandable structure. To accomplish this, we will deploy an OM2M infrastructure, but 

before we can explain OM2M we need to transfer the data from AGILE IoT to OM2M.  

 

i. AGILE IoT to OM2M IPE 
 

This is done by our AGILE-OM2M Interfacing Programing Entity (IPE) which retrieves the data gathered 

by AGILE, ¨translates¨ from one RESTful architecture to another, and forwards it to OM2M. This way 

we do not have to worry about keeping and storing our data through AGILE IoT and gain experience 

working with OM2M.  

 

ii. OM2M introduction 
 

OM2M is a project from the Eclipse foundation initiated by LAAS-CNRS and currently developed by Mr. 

Monteil´s team. It is an implementation of the oneM2M and SmartM2M standards. From the 

eclipse.org/om2m website (visited on 18/01/2018 6:42 AM): ¨ It provides a horizontal M2M service 

platform for developing services independently of the underlying network, with the aim to facilitate 

the deployment of vertical applications and heterogeneous devices. ¨  

The communications with OM2M are made, in our case, via Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 

requests to a RESTful API. This means that OM2M packets can be sent through the internet or even 

inside private WIFI networks.  

In our case the resources in the architecture are the data points generated by the aquarium nodes and 

the various containers we put them in. 

 

iii. OM2M and our project: 
 

• Operating advantages 

- Resource based architecture designed for IoT applications 

- Interoperability allows for hardware diversity (Machine to Machine) 

- A basic layer of security is provided by OM2M  
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The following illustrations show the resource tree in a Gateway with both the data and the metadata: 

 

Figure 1 Gateway level metadata resource tree 

 

 

Figure 2 Aquarium level data resource tree 

 

We manipulate the resources both at the IPE and at the later Linker levels thanks to the client and 

interfaces provided in the OM2M implementation. This means that using the code available in the 
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LAAS´s GitHub we followed the following steps: First, the actual data stored in a java class is encoded 

using libraries compliant with the Open Building Information Exchange (OBIX) standard. This is then 

added as the content to the container or container instance class provided by the LAAS. Finally, these 

OM2M compliant classes are converted to an Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) coherent string 

using the Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB) which can be sent un a HTTP request. Let´s now see 

how the OM2M architecture allows for inter-gateway communication with the introduction of ¨main¨ 

gateways. 

 

d) Regular gateways and main gateways 
 

The gateways presented thus far are what we consider ¨regular¨ gateways as they handle only the 

aquariums close to them and send no data over the internet to the laboratory´s cloud. 

 

Figure 9 Regular gateway architecture. 

One singular gateway per user, called the main gateway, also accomplishes two supplementary 

functions: transcribing the data to the dashboard and sending each data point to the laboratory´s 

cloud. To do this, the main gateways must have an oversight of the user´s gateways. This is exactly one 

of the main functionalities of OM2M. OM2M´s remote applications called MN-CSE connect 

automatically to a central oversight application called IN-CSE allowing it to have points of access to the 

entirety of the resources in the park. 

In the main gateway run both an MN-CSE and the IN-CSE so the main gateway still functions as a regular 

gateway.  
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Figure 10 Main gateway architecture 

 

Now that we have gathered the data and arranged it in a coherent architecture we will explain how 

we publish this data to our users so that they can use it.  

 

3. Data publishing 
 

When it comes to our data publishing we want to provide our users with a dashboard where they can 

monitor their aquariums from anywhere with network access to their gateways. Similarly, we want to 

allow the laboratory to monitor the entirety of the network from their private cloud. To do this we use 

InfluxData´s database and dashboard solutions (Influxdb and Chronograf respectively). Let us first 

explain how we enter the data into the Influxdb databases. 

 

a) Data centralization – Linker module 
 

We developed a translation module called Linker which triggers subscriptions to different levels of the 

OM2M architecture. In the oneM2M standard, the subscription-notification mechanism works as 

follows:  

A HTTP server, in this case our Linker´s sub-servers, sends a ¨subscription creation request¨ with a 

specific notification address to the OM2M application hosting the container that interests them. The 

OM2M application then sends a specific notification request, a ¨subscription verification notification 

request¨ to verify that there is a server capable process listening on the specified address. If this 
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notification request is answered properly then the subscription process is complete and the OM2M 

application will send any new information inside the selected container to the specified address.  

Following these steps our Linker module uses the points of access available in the IN-CSE to subscribe 

to the park´s resource tree on three different levels:  

• A subscription to the IN-CSE allows for the detection of any new gateways in the park.  

• A subscription to each gateway´s ¨AQUARIUMS¨ container to detect any new aquarium in the 

gateway´s proximity. 

• A subscription to every single data container on every aquarium of every gateway to detect 

the new data points. 

With these subscriptions our Linker can retrieve all the information in the park. Now it´s just a matter 

of transcribing the data to the Influxdb. 

 

b) Translation for dashboards – Linker module 
 

Each time a new data is collected, it is written down on the Influx DB database as follows: 

<MetricName>, gatewayId=<GWID>, aquariumId=<AQID>, unit=<Unit> value=<Value> 

Which, if applied to an example of a temperature measure, would look like this: 

Temperature, gatewayId=12345678, aquariumId=Aquarium_2, unit=Celsius value=22 

This choice of Influxdb entries representation was made on purpose to ensure a proper separation of 

data once in the dashboard, especially when it comes to the Banyuls' dashboard which needs to be 

able to distinguish users. Users are identified by their main gateway´s gatewayId and thus it is possible 

to display the data related to a specific user.  

 

c) Emission to laboratory 
 

When the Linker module in the main gateway retrieves a data point it sends it to another Linker 

instance running in a virtual machine itself running in the laboratory´s cloud. This central Linker does 

the same transcription as previously explained to fill the laboratory´s Influxdb. Now that our Influxdbs 

hold our data we can display it with Chronograf. 

 

d) User interface 
 

To allow the user to monitor their data and perform a various number of selections so that they can 

make the most out of it, we propose a dashboard which will be explained now. 

Our main criterion for the choice of the dashboard was that it be open source. Indeed, a lot of 

dashboards that we saw, were not free or had a free version with a limited amount of functions. This 
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drove us to choose the Chronograf dashboard, which we believe is a well-documented open-source 

tool that fits our needs.  

The dashboard is the main tool used to monitor the connected aquariums. Each user has real-time 

access to all the data collected by its own Poulpy, which can be helpful to track its evolution. The 

dashboard provides statistics and graphs to help the user visualize each set of measurements. The 

dashboard provided can be configured and extended by the user if he wants to add new sensors for 

example.  

A dashboard was also implemented specifically for the Banyuls' laboratory which has access to all the 

data collected on the network of connected aquariums, for the purposes of their research.  

 

Figure 11 Example of a Chronograf dashboard setup with 2 aquariums 

  

The way Chronograf dashboards work is by periodically looking in an Influxdb and displaying the data 

that is stored.  

 

4. User ecosystem: the website 
 

a) Functionalities: 
 

Before anyone can create an account on the network, they need to know what Poulpy is about and 

that’s what the website is for. It isn’t directly connected to the Poulpy module, but it contains all the 

information and resources needed to get a functioning Poulpy, to create a user account, and it has a 

community aspect.  

On the website, users can find the Bill of Materials (BOM), which is the list of all the materials needed 

to build a Poulpy. The BOM lists the sensors and the other materials you need if you want to build your 

own module. You can find the references of the pieces, their prices and one website that sells them. 
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There is also a page dedicated to the download of the code for the Raspberry Pi. This download is used 

for the first installation and in the case of an update. The page also explains how to install the code in 

the poulpy module. 

Users also create their accounts through the website. The account is used for the pairing with Poulpy. 

To create an account, the user needs to fill a form with his name, surname, username, e-mail address, 

school name, password and the number of aquariums. 

There is a page where all account information is displayed along with the gateway and aquarium 

code(s).  

The website also has a FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) page, which contains all the answers about 

the use of Poulpy, its installation, and its functions. This page of the website is meant to evolve with 

Poulpy and its users.  

 

b) Development and technologies:  
 

The website has been developed entirely in HTML CSS. For the CSS we used the Bootstrap library. We 

also used JavaScript for some dynamic objects, and some PHP for the communications with the 

database, which is an MySQL Database. 

During the development we used the IDE (Integrated Development Environment) Brackets, and the 

website was hosted on a local WAMP server (as it is now on the server in Banyuls). Wamp is an 

environment which regroups the website and the database and enables PHP. 

 

Figure 12 Software used in the creation of the website 

The few SQL requests we make on the website are only for the registration of the account, for the 

connection to that account, and to obtain account information. 

 

c) Graphics and Ergonomics:  
 

The website uses Poulpy´s colors and has a pretty simple style with flat colors and a logo. 

On the frontpage, we have a carousel proposing links to the other pages which shows recent news and 

updates about Poulpy, and text explaining the Poulpy project and the objectives of the website. 
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Figure 13 Poulpy website frontpage 

The other pages can be accessed by clicking on the carousel, we also have a static horizontal menu bar 

on the top of the site which appears on all the pages. 

On these other pages, we have a banner where Poulpy indicates where one is on the site (FAQ, BOM, 

Download page, Inscription).  

 

d)  Sign up Procedure and Userbase 
 

Our User Database is hosted on a LAMP environment on the Banyuls server. It’s a MySQL database 

which is very simple, it contains only one table, the User table where each line is one user with his 

information: Username, last and first name, encrypted password, school (if there’s one) and the 

number of aquariums. When the user fills the registration form, his data are checked to be valid. For 

instance, the username can’t be already in use and most of the values can’t be empty. If the registration 

form is valid, a simple insert is made into the user table via pHp. 

 

Figure 14 User database 

 

This concludes the presentation of our Poulpy architecture we will now explain the improvements that 

we could not implement. 
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III. Conclusion 
 

In this document we started by explaining the specificities of our project and the different 

development choices that they entailed, such as low cost and open-source. We then explained our 

proposed architecture starting by the collection of data and worked our way up to the user. Following 

this logic, we explained how data recovery, transmission and publishing are accomplished. Along the 

way, the usage of two different hardware modules, a mobile application, a website and two different 

middleware software were introduced. In the end we obtained a functional architecture that answers 

to the specifications. What we have left to add are the improvements that we have thought of: 

Overall, we want to increase the security of our exchanges over the internet by adding an AES 

encryption, especially when it comes to the publishing to the laboratory.  

We also would like to improve the way our system starts up from a technical point of view as we didn´t 

have the time to thoroughly deliver programs that follow usual coding guidelines. 

The biggest improvements will come once we are able to deploy the network and test its viability on 

the field. 
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IV. Annexes 

1. Implementation code of the sensors 
// Include the libraries we need 
#include <module.h> 
#include <pi.h> 
#include <pump.h> 
#include <temperature.h> 
#include <turbidity.h> 
#include <waterLevel.h> 
 
#include <OneWire.h> 
#include <DallasTemperature.h> 
 
//declaration of constants and global variables 
//define sensors pin 
//digital pin 
#define TEMP_SENSOR_PIN  4 
#define WATER_LEVEL_SENSOR_PIN  2 
#define TURBIDITY_SENSOR_DIG_PIN 7 
//analog pin 
#define TURBIDITY_SENSOR_ANA_PIN A0 
 
//Create a water level sensor  
  waterLevel lvl(WATER_LEVEL_SENSOR_PIN, INPUT); 
//Create a turbidity sensor 
  Turbidity turbi; 
//Create a temperature sensor  
  Temperature temp(TEMP_SENSOR_PIN); 
 
int State = 5; // variable for reading the pushbutton 
 
 
void setup() { 
 
  // start serial port 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
   
  //*** Water level sensor ***// 
  lvl.setPin(2); 
 
 
  //*** Turbidity sensor ***// 
  //Analog pin 
   turbi.setAnalogPin(TURBIDITY_SENSOR_ANA_PIN); //A0 
 
  //digitalPin 
  turbi.setDigitalPin(TURBIDITY_SENSOR_DIG_PIN,INPUT); //D3   
     
} 
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void loop() { 
  
 //--------- Water level sensor - PIN D2 --------------// 
  Serial.println( "WATER LEVEL RESULTS" ); 
 
  int waterLvlPin=lvl.getPin(); 
  State = lvl.getState(); 
  Serial.print( "State: "); 
  Serial.println(digitalRead(lvl.getPin())); 
  Serial.print( "Pin: "); 
  Serial.println(waterLvlPin); 
 
 
  if (State == HIGH) { 
    Serial.println( "water level - HIGH"); 
  } else { 
    Serial.println( "water level - LOW" ); 
  } 
  delay(300); 
 
  //--------- Turbidity sensor - PIN A0 D7 --------------// 
  //The turbidity sensor increase with the clarity of the water 
  Serial.println( " " ); 
  Serial.println( "TURBIDITY SENSOR RESULTS" ); 
  
 
  // Analog analysis 
  //Serial.println( " " ); 
  Serial.println( "Analog analysis..." ); 
 
  int aVal = turbi.getAnalogValue(); 
  float voltage = turbi.getVoltage(); 
  int apin =turbi.getAnalogPin(); 
   Serial.print("Turbidity analog pin: " ); 
  Serial.println( apin ); 
  Serial.print("Turbidity analog value: " ); 
  Serial.println( aVal ); 
  Serial.print("Turbidity voltage: " ); 
  Serial.println( voltage ); 
 
  // Digital analysis 
  Serial.println( " " ); 
  Serial.println( "Digital analysis..." ); 
  
  int dVal = turbi.getDigitalValue(); 
  int dpin =turbi.getDigitalPin(); 
  Serial.print("Turbidity digital pin: " ); 
  Serial.println( dpin ); 
 
  Serial.print("Turbidity digital value: " ); 
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  Serial.println( dVal ); 
 
  delay(300); 
 
   //--------- Temperature sensor - PIN D4 --------------// 
  Serial.println( " " );  
  Serial.println( "TEMPERATURE SENSOR RESULTS" ); 
  
 
   
 //get the sensor's pin  
  uint8_t tempPin=temp.getPin(); 
  Serial.print("temperature sensor pin: "); 
  Serial.println(tempPin); 
   
 //display temp  
  float c = temp.getTempCel(); 
  Serial.print("temperature in C° = "); 
  Serial.println(c,2 );//number of decimal places 
  float f = temp.getTempFah(); 
  Serial.print("temperature in °F = "); 
  Serial.println(f,2); 
  Serial.println("------------"); 
  Serial.println(""); 
  delay(3000); 
} 

 
 

 

2. Implementation code of the Bluetooth Low Energy Service 
#include <chemicalMeasurement.h> 
#include <module.h> 
#include <PH.h> 
#include <pi.h> 
#include <pump.h> 
#include <salinity.h> 
#include <temperature.h> 
#include <turbidity.h> 
#include <waterLevel.h> 
 
#include <OneWire.h> 
#include <DallasTemperature.h> 
 
#include <CurieBLE.h> 
 
//declaration of constants and global variables 
//define sensors pin 
//digital pin 
#define TEMP_SENSOR_PIN  4 
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#define WATER_LEVEL_SENSOR_PIN  2 
#define TURBIDITY_SENSOR_DIG_PIN 7 
//analog pin 
#define TURBIDITY_SENSOR_ANA_PIN A0 
 
//Create a water level sensor  
  waterLevel lvl(WATER_LEVEL_SENSOR_PIN, INPUT);  
  int State = 5; // variable for reading the pushbutton 
//Create a turbidity sensor 
  Turbidity turbi; 
//Create a temperature sensor  
  Temperature temp(TEMP_SENSOR_PIN); 
// Chemical Measurement 
 chemicalMeasurement measurement;  
 
   
// BLE  aquaService 
BLEService aquaService("07460000-baca-44ee-aa79-c4d892ae71d0");  
 
// ** Characteristics specifications ** // 
 
//  ** For water level sensor 
// custom 128-bit UUID, read by central, get notifications if this characteristic changes 
BLEUnsignedIntCharacteristic waterLevel("07460001-baca-44ee-aa79-c4d892ae71d0", BLERead | 
BLEIndicate); 
 
//  ** For temperature sensor in Celsius 
// custom 128-bit UUID, read by central, get notifications if this characteristic changes 
BLEFloatCharacteristic temperatureC("07460002-baca-44ee-aa79-c4d892ae71d0", BLERead | 
BLEIndicate); 
 
//  ** For the turbidity sensor analog voltage 
// custom 128-bit UUID, read by central, get notifications if this characteristic changes 
BLEFloatCharacteristic turbidityAnalogVoltage("07460003-baca-44ee-aa79-c4d892ae71d0", 
BLERead | BLEIndicate); 
 
//  ** For pH 
//custom 128-bit UUID, read and writable by central 
BLEFloatCharacteristic pH("07460004-baca-44ee-aa79-c4d892ae71d0", BLERead | BLEWrite | 
BLENotify);  
 
//  ** For nitrite 
//custom 128-bit UUID, read and writable by central 
BLEUnsignedIntCharacteristic nitrite("07460005-baca-44ee-aa79-c4d892ae71d0", BLERead | 
BLEWrite | BLENotify ); 
 
//  ** For nitrate 
//custom 128-bit UUID, read and writable by central 
BLEUnsignedIntCharacteristic nitrate("07460006-baca-44ee-aa79-c4d892ae71d0", BLERead | 
BLEWrite | BLENotify ); 
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//  ** For water hardness 
//custom 128-bit UUID, read and writable by central 
BLEUnsignedIntCharacteristic waterHardness("07460007-baca-44ee-aa79-c4d892ae71d0", 
BLERead | BLEWrite | BLENotify ); 
 
 
const int ledPin = 13; // pin to use for the LED 
 
void setup() { 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
 
  // set LED pin to output mode 
  pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT); 
 
  // begin initialization 
  BLE.begin(); 
 
  // set advertised local name and service UUID: 
  BLE.setLocalName("DATA"); 
  
  BLE.setAdvertisedService(aquaService); 
   
  // add the characteristics to the service 
   
  aquaService.addCharacteristic(waterLevel); 
   
  aquaService.addCharacteristic(temperatureC); 
  
  aquaService.addCharacteristic(turbidityAnalogVoltage); 
   
  aquaService.addCharacteristic(pH); 
  aquaService.addCharacteristic(nitrite); 
  aquaService.addCharacteristic(nitrate); 
  aquaService.addCharacteristic(waterHardness); 
 
  // add service 
  BLE.addService(aquaService); 
  // set the initial value for the characeristic: 
  waterLevel.setValue(0); 
  temperatureC.setValue(0.0); 
  turbidityAnalogVoltage.setValue(0.0); 
   
  pH.setValue(0.0); 
  nitrite.setValue(0); 
  nitrate.setValue(0); 
  waterHardness.setValue(0); 
   
 
  // start advertising 
  BLE.advertise(); 
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  Serial.println("Bluetooth device active, waiting for connections..."); 
   
} 
 
void loop() { 
  // listen for BLE peripherals to connect: 
  BLEDevice central = BLE.central(); 
 
  // if a central is connected to peripheral: 
  if (central) { 
    Serial.print("Connected to central: "); 
    // print the central's MAC address: 
    Serial.println(central.address()); 
    // turn on the LED to indicate the connection: 
    digitalWrite(13, HIGH); 
 
    // while the central is still connected to peripheral: 
    while (central.connected()) { 
 
       Serial.println( " " );  
       Serial.println( "--- WATER LEVEL SENSOR RESULTS ---" ); 
 
      updateWaterLevel(); 
      delay(300); 
       
      Serial.println( " " );  
      Serial.println( "--- TEMPERATURE SENSOR RESULTS ---" ); 
      updateTemperatureC();  
      delay(300); 
       
      Serial.println( " " );  
      Serial.println( "--- TURBIDITY SENSOR RESULTS ---" ); 
      updateTurbidityAnalogVoltage(); 
      delay(300); 
       
      Serial.println( " " );  
      Serial.println( "--- pH RESULTS ---" ); 
      updatePh(); 
      delay(900); 
 
      Serial.println( " " );  
      Serial.println( "--- NITRITE RESULTS ---" ); 
      updateNitrite(); 
      delay(900); 
 
      Serial.println( " " );  
      Serial.println( "--- NITRATE RESULTS ---" ); 
      updateNitrate(); 
      delay(900); 
 
       Serial.println( " " );  
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      Serial.println( "--- WATER HARDNESS RESULTS ---" ); 
      updateWaterHardness(); 
      delay(900); 
    } 
 
     
    // when the central disconnects, turn off the LED: 
    digitalWrite(13, LOW); 
    Serial.print(F("Disconnected from central: ")); 
    Serial.println(central.address()); 
  } 
} 
 
void updateWaterLevel() { 
   State = lvl.getState(); 
        Serial.print( "State: "); 
        Serial.println(digitalRead(lvl.getPin())); 
        if (State == HIGH) { 
           
           waterLevel.setValue(State); 
          Serial.println("Water level sensor is : HIGH "); 
        } else { 
          
          waterLevel.setValue(State); 
          Serial.println("Water level sensor is : LOW"); 
        } 
        Serial.print("Saved value: "); 
        Serial.println(waterLevel.value()); 
} 
 
void updateTemperatureC() { 
  float c = temp.getTempCel(); 
  Serial.print("temperature in C°= "); 
  Serial.println(c,2 );//number of decimal places 
  temperatureC.setValue(c); 
  Serial.print("Saved value: "); 
  Serial.println(temperatureC.value()); 
} 
 
 
void updateTurbidityAnalogVoltage() { 
  //float voltage = turbi.getVoltage(); 
  Serial.print("Turbidity voltage: " ); 
  Serial.println( turbi.getVoltage() ); 
  turbidityAnalogVoltage.setValue(turbi.getVoltage()); 
  Serial.print("Saved value: "); 
  Serial.println(turbidityAnalogVoltage.value());  
} 
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void updatePh() { 
  // if the client write a value 
  if (pH.written()) { 
    Serial.println("Data written "); 
     
    // the ph interval value is between 0 and 14 
     if ( (pH.value()>=0.0) && (pH.value()<=14.0)){ 
     Serial.print("New pH value: "); 
     Serial.println(pH.value()); 
     measurement.setPH(pH.value()); // we only save a correct value (pH between 0 and 14) 
     } 
     // if the ph interval value is not between 0 and 14, we set it to 0 
     if (((pH.value()<=0.0) || (pH.value()>=14.0))) { 
     Serial.println("Le pH has to be between 0 and 14 "); 
     Serial.print("Written value: ");  
     Serial.println(pH.value()); 
     pH.setValue(0.0); 
     Serial.print("Wrong value so the pH value is set to 0 "); 
     Serial.println("Set value:"); 
     Serial.println(pH.value()); 
     } 
  } 
  Serial.print("pH value: "); 
  Serial.println(pH.value()); 
   
  Serial.print("pH saved value: "); 
  Serial.println(measurement.getPH()); 
} 
 
void updateNitrite() { 
  if (nitrite.written()) { 
    Serial.println("Envoie de Killian "); 
     Serial.print("New nitrite value: "); 
     Serial.println(nitrite.value()); 
  } 
  Serial.print("Nitrite value: "); 
  Serial.println(nitrite.value()); 
  measurement.setNitrite(nitrite.value()); 
  Serial.print("Nitrite saved value: "); 
  Serial.println(measurement.getNitrite()); 
} 
 
 
void updateNitrate() { 
  if (nitrate.written()) { 
     Serial.print("New nitrate value: "); 
     Serial.println(nitrate.value()); 
  } 
  Serial.print("Nitrate value: "); 
  Serial.println(nitrate.value()); 
  measurement.setNitrate(nitrate.value()); 
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  Serial.print("Nitrate saved value: "); 
  Serial.println(measurement.getNitrate()); 
} 
 
void updateWaterHardness() { 
  if (waterHardness.written()) { 
     Serial.print("New water hardness value: "); 
     Serial.println(waterHardness.value()); 
  } 
   Serial.print("Water hardnesse value: "); 
   Serial.println(waterHardness.value()); 
   measurement.setWaterHardness(waterHardness.value()); 
   Serial.print("Water hardness saved value: "); 
   Serial.println(measurement.getWaterHardness()); 
} 
 

 

 


